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Abstract - Legacy networks square measure typically
designed to control with easy single-path routing, just like
the shortest path, that is understood to be outturn
suboptimal. On the opposite hand, antecedently projected
outturn optimum policies (i.e., backpressure) need each
device within the network to create dynamic routing
selections.In this paper, we have a tendency to study
Associate in Nursing overlay design for dynamic routing,
specified solely a set of devices (overlay nodes) got to
create the dynamic routing selections. we have a tendency to
confirm the essential assortment of nodes that has got to
bifurcate traffic for achieving the most multi-commodity
network outturn. We apply our optimum node placement
algorithmic rule to many graphs and therefore the results
show that alittle fraction of overlay nodes is comfortable for
achieving most outturn. Finally, we have a tendency to
propose a threshold-based policy (BP-T) and a heuristic
policy (OBP), that dynamically management traffic
bifurcations at overlay nodes. Policy BP-T is well-tried to
maximise outturn for the case once underlay ways do no
overlap. all told studied simulation situations, OBP not
solely achieves full outturn however conjointly reduces
delay compared to the outturn optimum backpressure
routing
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I. INTRODUCTION
We study optimum routing in networks wherever some
present nodes are replaced with overlay nodes. whereas the
present nodes perform solely forwarding on pre-specified
ways, the overlay nodes square measure ready to
dynamically route packets. Dynamic backpressure is
thought to be associate optimum routing policy, however it
generally needs a unvaried network, wherever all nodes
participate up to speed selections. Instead, we have a
tendency to assume that solely a set of the nodes square
measure controllable; these nodes kind a network overlay
among the present network. the selection of the overlay
nodes is shown to work out the turnout region of the
network. a primary finding is that ring networks need
specifically three manageable (overlay) nodes to change an
equivalent turnout region as once all nodes square measure
manageable, freelance of the full variety of nodes within the
network. intended by this, we have a tendency to develop

associate formula for selecting the minimum variety of
manageable nodes needed to change the total turnout region.
We appraise our formula on many categories of normal and
random graphs. within the case of random networks with a
power-law degree distribution, that may be a common
model for the net, we discover that fewer than eighty out of
one thousand nodes square measure needed to be
manageable to change the total turnout region. Since
commonplace backpressure routing can not be directly
applied to the overlay setting, we have a tendency to
develop a heuristic extension to backpressure routing that
determines a way to route packets between overlay nodes.
Simulation results ensure that most turnout is earned with
our policy in many situations, once solely a fraction of
present nodes square measure replaced by manageable
nodes. Moreover, we have a tendency to observe reduced
delay relative to the case wherever all nodes square measure
manageable and operate underneath backpressure routing.
Motivation and connected Work Backpressure
(BP) routing, initial planned in [10], may be a output best
routing policy that has been studied for many years. Its
strength lies in discovering multipath routes and utilizing
them optimally while not information of the network
parameters, reminiscent of arrival rates, link capacities,
mobility, fading, etc. however, the adoption of this routing
policy has not been embraced for general use on the net. this
is often due, in part, to Associate in Nursing inability of
backpressure routing to exist with heritage routing
protocols.
With few exceptions, backpressure routing has
been studied in uniform networks, wherever all nodes
square measure dynamically governable and implement the
backpressure policy across Figure 1: Example of a network
overlay. rock bottom plane shows the total network graph,
whereas the highest plane shows a set of network nodes and
their abstract overlay property. during this work we have a
tendency to study network output below the idea that
overlay nodes implement dynamic routing schemes and
underlay nodes forward packets exploitation pre-specified
ways. all nodes uniformly. As are shown, backpressure
routing — as planned in — is suboptimal once applied
solely to a set of nodes within the network. Techniques to
supply throughput-optimal multipath routing are explored in
numerous contexts. The add considers the matter of setting
link weights provided to the Open Shortest Path initial
(OSPF) routing protocol specified, once plus bifurcating
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traffic equally among shortest ways, the network achieves
output up to the best multicommodity flow. The authors of
use Associate in Nursing entropy maximization framework
to develop a replacement throughput-optimal link state
routing protocol wherever every router showing intelligence
bifurcates traffic for every destination among its outgoing
links. These techniques all need centralized management,
universal adoption by all network nodes, or both; therefore
none of those techniques might offer progressive readying
of output best routing to wireless networks. Moreover, these
techniques can't be employed in conjunction with output
best dynamic management schemes, reminiscent of
backpressure. we'd wish to change new network
management policies to be deployed in existing networks,
aboard heritage nodes that square measure unaware of the
new management policies. There square measure several
reasons to integrate governable nodes into heterogeneous
networks in an exceedingly gradual manner, not the smallest
amount of that is that the money value of exchange all
nodes promptly. different reasons embrace a requirement to
take care of compatibility with current applications and
special purpose hardware, a scarcity of possession to
withdraw heritage instrumentality, and a scarcity of body
privilege to switch existing computer code. Conceptually,
we have a tendency to model governable nodes as in
operation in an exceedingly network overlay on prime of a
heritage network. Network overlays square measure often
wont to deploy new communication architectures in heritage
networks.
To accomplish this, messages from the new technology
square measure encapsulated within the heritage format,
permitting the 2 ways to exist within the heritage network.
Nodes creating use of the new communication ways square
measure then connected in an exceedingly abstract network
overlay that operates on prime of the heritage network, as
shown in Figure one. many works have thought of the
utilization of network overlays to boost routing within the
net. The add proposes resilient overlay networks (RON) to
seek out ways around network outages on a quicker
timescale than BGP. Similarly, planned a way for selecting
placement of overlay nodes to boost path diversity in
overlay routes. whereas each of the preceding works show
that their ways opt for top quality single-path routes, we
have a tendency to go additional and determine multipath
routes that provide most output. Delay reduction for BP
routing has been studied in an exceedingly style of
eventualities. whereas multipath routes square measure
needed to support the total output region, the beta section of
BP will result in massive queues once the offered load is
low and single-path routes would serve. In, a hybrid policy
combining BP with shortest-path routing is planned,
wherever flows square measure biased towards shortest-path
routes, however still support the total output region. This
hybrid policy is extended in to conjointly embrace digital
fountain codes, and shown to realize smart end-to-end delay
performance within the presence of random link failures.
The add develops a policy that achieves the same shortest-

path result by minimizing the typical hop count utilized by
flows. in an exceedingly situation with multiple clusters that
square measure intermittently connected, combines BP with
supply routing in an exceedingly network overlay model to
separate the queue dynamics of intra-cluster traffic from
longer inter-cluster delays. The add applies shadow queues
to permit the utilization of per-neighbor FIFO queues rather
than per-commodity queues, as is typical with differential
backlog routing, and finds that this may improve network
delay. These previous works assume a uniform situation
wherever all nodes use a similar management policy and
therefore take issue basically from our approach.
II.
RELATED WORKS
A Resilient Overlay Network (RON) is associate design that
permits distributed net applications to notice and get over
path outages and periods of degraded performance at
intervals many seconds, up over today’s wide-area routing
protocols that take a minimum of many minutes to recover.
A Daffo is associate application-layer overlay on prime of
the prevailing net routing substrate. The Daffo nodes
monitor the functioning and quality of the net ways among
themselves, and use this data to make a decision whether or
not to route packets directly over the net or by manner of
different Daffo nodes, optimizing application-specific
routing metrics. Results from 2 sets of measurements of a
operating Daffo deployed at sites scattered across the net
demonstrate the advantages of our design. maybe, over a
64-hour sampling amount in March 2001 across a twelvenode Daffo, there have been thirty two vital outages, every
lasting over thirty minutes, over the 132 measured ways.
RON’s routing mechanism was ready to notice, recover, and
route around all of them, in under twenty seconds on the
average, showing that its ways for fault detection and
recovery work well at discovering alternate ways within the
net. moreover, Daffo was ready to improve the loss rate,
latency, or turnout perceived by information transfers; as an
example, concerning five-hitter of the transfers doubled
their transmission control protocol turnout and five-hitter of
our transfers saw their loss chance reduced by zero.05. we
have a tendency to found that forwarding packets via at the
most one intermediate Daffo node is ample to beat faults
and improve performance in most cases. These
enhancements, significantly within the space of fault
detection and recovery, demonstrate the advantages of
moving a number of the management over routing into the
hands of end-systems. 1. Introduction the net is organized as
severally operational autonomous systems (AS’s) that peer
along. during this design, elaborate routing data is
maintained solely at intervals one AS and its constituent
networks, sometimes operated by some network service
supplier. the knowledge shared with different suppliers and
AS’s is heavily filtered and summarized victimisation the
Border entree Protocol (BGP-4) running at the border
routers between AS’s , that permits the net to scale to
several networks. This wide-area routing quantifiability
comes at the price of reduced fault-tolerance of end-to-end
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communication between net hosts. This value arises as a
result of BGP hides several topological details within the
interests of quantifiability and policy social control, has
very little data concerning traffic conditions, and damps
routing updates once potential issues arise to stop largescale oscillations. As a result, BGP’s fault recovery
mechanisms generally take several minutes before routes
converge to a uniform type , and there ar times once path
outages even cause vital disruptions in communication
lasting tens of minutes or additional. The result's that
today’s net is at risk of router and link faults, configuration
errors, and malice—hardly every week goes by while not
some major problem touching the property provided by one
or additional net Service suppliers (ISPs) . Resilient Overlay
Networks (RONs) ar a remedy for a few of those issues.
Distributed applications layer a “resilient overlay network”
over the underlying net routing substrate. The nodes
comprising a Daffo reside during a style of routing domains,
and work with one another to forward information on behalf
of any combine of human activity nodes within the Daffo.
as a result of AS’s ar severally administrated and organized,
and routing domains seldom share interior links, they often
fail severally of every different. As a result, if the
underlying topology has physical path redundancy, Daffo
will usually notice ways between its nodes, even once widearea routing net protocols like BGP-4 cannot. the most goal
of Daffo is to modify a gaggle of nodes to speak with one
another within the face of issues with the underlying net
ways connecting them. Daffo detects issues by sharply
inquisitory and watching the ways connecting its nodes. If
the underlying net path is that the best one, that path is
employed and no different Daffo node is concerned within
the forwarding path. If the net path isn't the most effective
one, the Daffo can forward the packet by manner of
different Daffo nodes. In observe, we've found that Daffo
will route around most failures by victimisation just one
intermediate hop. Daffo nodes exchange data concerning the
standard of the ways among themselves via a routing
protocol and build forwarding tables supported a spread of
path metrics, together with latency, packet loss rate, and
accessible turnout. every Daffo node obtains the trail
metrics employing a combination of active inquisitory
experiments and passive observations of on-going
information transfers. In our implementation, every Daffo is
expressly designed to be restricted in size— between 2 and
fifty nodes—to facilitate aggressive path maintenance via
inquisitory while not excessive information measure
overhead. this enables Daffo to get over issues within the
underlying net in many seconds instead of many minutes.
The second goal of Daffo is to integrate routing and path
choice with distributed applications additional tightly than is
historically done. This integration includes the power to
consult applicationspecific metrics in choosing ways, and
therefore the ability to include application-specific notions
of what network conditions represent a “fault.” As a result,
RONs will be utilized in a spread of the way. A
transmission conferencing program might link directly

against the Daffo library, transparently forming associate
overlay between all participants within the conference, and
victimisation loss rates, delay disturbance,
or
applicationobserved turnout as metrics on that to decide on
ways. associate administrator may need to use a RON-based
router application to create associate overlay network
between multiple LANs as associate “Overlay VPN.” this
concept will be extended additional to develop associate
“Overlay ISP,” fashioned by linking (via RON) points of
presence in several ancient ISPs once shopping for
information measure from them. victimisation RON’s
routing machinery, associate Overlay ISP will offer
additional resilient and failure-resistant net service to its
customers. The third goal of Daffo is to supply a framework
for the implementation of communicatory routing policies,
that govern the selection of ways within the network. as an
example, Daffo facilitates classifying packets into classes
that might implement notions of acceptable use, or enforce
forwarding rate controls. This paper describes the look and
implementation of Daffo, and presents many experiments
that measure whether or not Daffo may be a sensible plan.
To conduct this analysis and demonstrate the advantages of
Daffo, we've deployed a operating sixteen-node Daffo at
sites besprent across the net (see Figure 1). The Daffo
shopper we have a tendency to experiment with may be a
resilient science forwarder, that permits America to check
connections between pairs of nodes running over a Daffo
against running straight over the net. we've collected a
number of weeks’ price of experimental results of path
outages and performance failures and gift a close analysis of
2 separate datasets: with twelve nodes measured in March
2001 and with sixteen nodes measured in might 2001. In
each datasets, we have a tendency to found that Daffo was
ready to route around between hour and one hundred of all
vital outages. Our implementation takes eighteen seconds,
on average, to notice and route around a path failure and is
ready to try and do therefore within the face of a vigorous
denial-of-service attack on a path. we have a tendency to
additionally found that these edges of fast fault detection
and in recovery ar realised on the general public net and
don't depend upon the existence of non-commercial or nonpublic networks (such because the Internet2 backbone that
interconnects several instructional institutions); our ability
confirm|to work out|to see} this was enabled by RON’s
policy routing feature that permits the expression and
implementation of refined policies that determine however
ways ar chosen for packets. we have a tendency to
additionally found that Daffo with success routed around
performance failures: in , the loss chance improved by a
minimum of zero.05 in five-hitter of the samples, end-toend communication latency reduced by 40ms in Martinmas
of the samples, and transmission control protocol turnout
doubled in five-hitter of all samples. additionally, we have a
tendency to found cases once RON’s loss, latency, and
throughput-optimizing path choice mechanisms all selected
totally different ways between an equivalent 2 nodes,
suggesting that application-specific path choice techniques
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ar possible to be helpful in observe. a motivating finding
from the experiments and analysis is that in most cases,
forwarding packets via at the most one intermediate Daffo
node is ample each for convalescent from failures and for up
communication latency.
A. Existing System
Backpressure (BP) routing, initial planned in [16], may be
an outturn best routing policy that has been studied for
many years. Its strength lies in discovering multipath routes
and utilizing them optimally while not data of the network
parameters, comparable to arrival rates, link capacities,
mobility, fading, etc. notwithstanding, the adoption of this
routing policy has not been embraced for general use on the
web. this can be due, in part, to Associate in Nursing
inability of backpressure routing to be with inheritance
routing protocols. With few exceptions, back-pressure
routing has been studied in undiversified networks,
wherever all nodes are dynamically governable and
implement the backpressure policy across all nodes
uniformly.
Disadvantages:
End-to-end delay performance within the presence of
random link failures. The inheritance nodes perform solely
forwarding on pre-specified ways, the overlay nodes are
able to dynamically route packets
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We formulate the matter of putting the minimum range of
overlay (controllable) nodes associate degree exceedingly|in
a very} bequest network so as to attain the total multi
artifact turnout region and supply an economical placement
algorithmic rule.We apply our placement algorithmic rule to
many situations of interest as well as regular and random
graphs, showing that in some cases, solely alittle fraction of
overlay nodes is enough for max turnout. we have a
tendency to propose a threshold-based management policy
— BP-T — as a modification of BP to be used at overlay
nodes, and prove this policy to stabilize all arrival rates in
ΛG(V) when tunnels do not overlap.
A. Advantages
Multipath routes square measure needed to support the total
turnout region. optimum for overlays with non-overlapping
tunnels
IV. CONCLUSION
We study best routing in legacy networks wherever solely a
set of nodes will build dynamic routing selections, whereas
the legacy nodes will forward packets solely on prespecified shortest-paths. This model captures evolving
heterogeneous networks wherever intelligence is introduced
at a fraction of nodes. we have a tendency to propose a
necessary and sufficient condition for the overlay node
placement to change the complete multi-commodity output
region. supported this condition, we have a tendency to

devise associate algorithmic rule for best governable node
placement. we have a tendency to run the algorithmic rule
on giant random graphs to point out that fairly often a small
range of intelligent nodes suffices for full output. Finally,
we have a tendency to propose dynamic routing policies to
be enforced in a very network overlay. We offer a thresholdbased policy that's best for overlays with non-overlapping
tunnels, and supply and alternate policy for general
networks that demonstrates superior performance in terms
of each output and delay.
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